High future discounting rates favor inaction on present expending while lower rates advise for a more immediate political action. A possible approach to this key issue in global economy is to take historical time series for nominal interest rates and inflation, and to construct then real interest rates and finally obtaining the resulting discount rate according to a specific stochastic model. Extended periods of negative real interest rates, in which inflation dominates over nominal rates, are commonly observed, occurring in many epochs and in all countries. This feature leads us to choose a well-known model in statistical physics, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model, as a basic dynamical tool in which real interest rates randomly fluctuate and can become negative, even if they tend to revert to a positive mean value. By covering 14 countries over hundreds of years we suggest different scenarios. We find that only 4 of the countries have positive long run discount rates while the other ten countries have negative rates. Even if one rejects the countries where hyperinflation has occurred, our results support the need to consider low discounting rates. The results provided by these fourteen countries significantly increase the priority of confronting global actions such as climate change mitigation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Statistical physics have been paying attention to economics and finance by providing new models and analyzing data avaliable [1] [2] [3] . Majority of the contributions investigate the nature of financial markets based on historical records, even its microestructure (see e.g. [4, 5] ) or alternatively from a rather macroscopic and aggregated level (see e.g. [6] [7] [8] ).
However, there are still several issues in which physicists can offer new perspectives and results. This is the case of "discounting" which in economics refers to weighting the future relative to the present [9] . Discounting constitutes the subject of this paper.
The choice of a discounting function has enormous consequences in many aspects of the global economy as, for instance, long run environmental planning and, more specifically, climate action [10] . In a highly influential report on climate change commissioned by the UK government, Stern [11] uses a discounting rate of 1.4% while Nordhaus [12] argues for a discount rate of 4% and at other times [13] has advocated rates as high as 6%. Both estimates constitute a completely different point of view on how to address climate change.
Indeed, while Stern's estimate would imply immediate spending, Nordhaus's figures indicate that immediate and strong action would be unnecessary. The choice of discount rate is, therefore, one of the biggest factors influencing the debate on the urgency of the response to climate change. Although Stern has been widely criticized for using such a low rate [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , our estimates are on average much closer to Stern than to Nordhauss and support more substantial immediate spending on climate actions. The Calderon report in July 2014 has also claimed that there is a false dilemma behind the choice between the economy growth and the environmental responsibility [18, 19] .
A simple argument to motivate discounting is based on opportunity cost. Under a constant, continuously compounded rate of interest r, a dollar invested today will yield e rt at time t, so an environmental problem that costs X to fix at time t is equivalent to an investment of e −rt X now. It is, therefore, clear that a high interest rate makes a present investment negligible and immediate action unnecessary. The contrary situation appears if rates are low.
Economists present a variety of reasons for discounting, including impatience, economic growth, and declining marginal utility; these are embedded in the Ramsey formula, which forms the basis for the standard approaches to discounting [20, 21] . Here we adopt the net present value approach, which treats the real interest rate as the measure of the trade-off between consumption today and consumption next year, without delving into the factors influencing the real interest rate.
It is often argued that, based on past trends in economic growth, future technologies will be so powerful compared with present technologies that it is more cost-effective to encourage economic growth -or solving other problems such as AIDS or malaria-than it is to take action against global warming now [17] . Analyses supporting this conclusion typically study discounting by working with an interest rate that is fixed over time, ignoring fluctuations about the average. This is mathematically convenient, but it is also dangerous: In this problem, as in many others, fluctuations play a decisive role.
A proper analysis takes fluctuations in the real interest rate, caused partly by fluctuations in growth, into account [22] [23] [24] . When the real interest rate r(t) varies randomly the discounting function becomes [25] 
where the expectation E[·] is an average over all possible interest rate paths. The fact that this is an average of exponentials, and not an exponential of an average, implies that the paths with the lowest interest rates dominate which, in turn, lowers D(t). This has been shown in several ways. Early papers analyzed an extreme case in which the annual real rate is unknown today, but starting tomorrow will be fixed forever at one of a finite number of values [22, 23] . Other papers simulate stochastic interest rate processes out to some horizon, leaving aside the asymptotic behavior of real rates [24, [26] [27] [28] .
The presence of fluctuations can dramatically alter the functional form of the discounting function. If real interest rates follow a geometric random walk, for example, the discounting function asymptotically decays as a power law of the form D(t) = At −1/2 [29] . In contrast to the exponential function, this is not integrable on (0, ∞), underscoring how important the effect of persistent fluctuations can be. We have recently analyzed these issues by considering three of the most popular stochastic models for the dynamics of interest rates [25] : Ornstein-Uhlenbeck [30] , Feller [31] , and log-normal [32] processes, which are also very relevant in statistical physics. The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) model [30] is the only one that allows for negative rates r < 0 and its asymptotic expression has an exponential decay with a long-run rate r ∞ that differs from historical average interest rates by being substantially smaller, zero or eventually negative. We here want to go one step further and provide empirical estimates to such a discount based on historical data of interest rates from Argentina, Australia, Canada, Chile, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, and the United States. Such a diversity of countries, representing a variety of scenarios, allows us to better explore the intrinsic randomness of the real interest rates and how they lead to different costs of golbal economy planning such as climate action. Table I .
Nominal rates can be obtained through the 10 year Government Bond Yield (see for further details Table I , second column). Following the standard procedure provided by the literature (see, for instance, [33] ), we transform the annual rate β(t|T ), where T = 10 years, into logarithmic rates, and denote the resulting nominal rates time series by
The inflation rate i(t) is estimated through the Consumer Price Index (CPI) C(t) by
where T is chosen to be 10 years to be consistent with the 10 year nominal rate. We have, therefore, smoothed inflation rates with a ten-year forward moving average as this is again the standard procedure in these cases.
Finally, the real interest rate r(t) is defined by
The recording frequency for each country is either annual or quarterly (see Table I for Italy (ITA), United States (USA) and South Africa (ZAF).
A. Choosing the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model
A striking feature observed in many epochs for all countries is that real interest rates frequently become negative, often by substantial amounts and for long periods of time (see Fig. 1 and Table II ). This rules out most standard financial models, which assume that interest rates are always positive [33] . We thus focus our attention on one of the three most popular stochastic models and on the only one that allows for negative rates: the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model [30] , also known in the financial and economics literature as the
Vasicek model [34] and which is also being used for modelling market volatility [6, [35] [36] [37] .
The model can be written as [25] 
where r(t) is the real interest rate and w(t) is a Wiener process, a Gaussian process with zero mean and unit variance. The parameter m is a mean value to which the process reverts and coincides with the long-term average of the process (3):
The parameters k is expressing the amplitude of the fluctuations and it is related to the standard deviation in the long-term limit that reads:
The parameter α is the strength of the reversion to the mean m. The autocorrelation function in its long-term limit is
where α −1 is the correlation time as can be seen from the definition
Recall that the OU model may attain negative rates. Let us quantify this characteristic by evaluating the probability P (r < 0, t|r 0 ), for r(t) to be negative. In the long-term limit we denote this probability by P (−) s , that is,
For the OU model we have
where Erfc(x) is the complementary error function expressed in terms of The dimensionless parameters µ and κ are related to average (m) and noise intensity (k), respectively. As we will see later, these parameters provide a rather convenient way of describing important features about the discount function D(t). In Fig. 2 , we represent Eq.
(4) and show the different values that the function P (−) s can attain in terms of µ and κ.
Using standard asymptotic expressions of Erfc(x) we can also obtain the behavior of P (−) s in the cases (i) µ < κ and (ii) µ > κ.
(i) If the normal rate µ is smaller than rate's volatility κ, we can use the series expansion
Hence,
For µ/κ sufficiently small, this probability approaches 1/2. In other words, rates are positive or negative with almost equal probability. Note that this corresponds to a rather stressed situation in which noise κ dominates over the mean value µ.
(ii) When fluctuations around the normal level are smaller than the normal level itself, κ < µ, we can use the asymptotic approximation
Therefore, for mild fluctuations around the mean the probability of negative rates is exponentially small.
When κ = µ, the probability of negative rates is P (−) s = 0.079. Due to the ergodic character of the OU process [38] , this means that when noise is balanced by the mean value (that is, κ = µ), one may expect to have negative real rates 7.9 % of the time [25] .
III. RESULTS
It is possible to derive the exact expression for the discount function D(t) defined in Eq.
(1) in the case of the time-dependent OU model. As fully described in Ref. [25] , we write this expression in the form
The best way to study the discount rate is to work with the dimensionless time unit τ = αt, for afterwards focussing on the long-term limit τ 1 since climate action is primarily interested in this asymptotic value. Thus, as t → ∞, the exact expression (8) shows at once that the discount function of the OU model decays exponentially [48] 
where (cf. Eq. (5))
We see from this expression that the long-run discount rate r ∞ is always lower than the average interest rate m, by an amount that depends on the dimensionless noise parameter κ. The long-run discount rate can therefore be much lower than the mean, and indeed can correspond to low interest rates that are rarely observed. This clearly illustrates the imprudence of assuming that the average real interest rate is the correct long-run discount rate.
FIG. 3:
The four different scenarios for the discount with the cases of nine countries.
The vertical axis is the dimensionless mean interest rate µ and the horizontal axis is the dimensionless fluctuation amplitude κ. Points correspond to nine of the fourteen countries presented in Table II . The five countries left are out the range herein provided.
The long-run behavior of the discount rate (10) depends on the two dimensionless parameters µ and κ (cf. Eq. (5)). The parameter space can be therefore divided into four regions, as shown in Fig. 3 .
For the region (1), where µ > κ 2 /2 (or equivalently m > k 2 /2α 2 ) and µ > κ, the mean interest rate is large in comparison to the noise and negative rates are very infrequent. The long-run discounting function decays exponentially with rate r ∞ > 0.
For the region (2), albeit small, the long-run discounting function still decays exponentially with rate r ∞ > 0 but negative rates are more frequent than 7.9%.
Region (3) represents the most catastrophic situation since µ < κ 2 /2 and thus r ∞ < 0, meaning the discount function D(t) increases exponentially and negative rates are rather frequent.
Region (4) also shows r ∞ < 0 although, in this case, it is mostly because noise component is very intense and not due to the presence of a relevant frequency of negative return events.
Finally, at the boundary µ = κ 2 /2, the long run interest rate r ∞ = 0 and the discount function is asymptotically constant.
We now estimate the parameters m, k and α, jointly with dimensionless µ and κ defined in Eq. (5), for each historical data series (cf . Table I) , by using a well-stablished maximum likelihood procedure for the OU model [33] . The resulting parameters are listed in Table   II , and the position (κ, µ) of each country is shown in To exemplify how these results can change under different historical conditions or periods, we have also estimated these values in the case of Germany once the World War II was over (from March 1946) . Parameters are in that case µ = 0.62, κ = 0.32 with now a positive long-run rate r ∞ = 3.4% which is in any case smaller than Nordhaus estimates for valuing climate action [13] .
Also note that all fourteen countries except one (Netherlands) are below the identity line in Fig 3, indicating that negative real interest rates are common -even in the stable countries they occur 20% of the time. It is also worth to mention that only one is above Nordhaus's 4% discounting rate [12] (5.7%, Netherlands) and only two more countries are above the more pesimistic discounting rate (1.4%) provided by Stern [11] (1.8% and 2.8% from USA and United Kingdom, respectively). And more generally, it is important to notice that r ∞ is very much smaller than m in most of the cases.
The characteristic (correlation) time (τ c = 1/α) for each country appears to be very different (cf . Table II) . Some countries must spend more than a century to achieve a stationary level and thus finally attain the long-run discount rate r ∞ . Furthermore, this time horizon We have divided the countries in four groups to represent Eq. (8) with parameters provided in Table II and taking r 0 = 1%.
might be even larger than the time interval we must consider to make a response, from an economic point of view, to any climate change catastrophe. For this reason, it is interesting to investigate how the discount rate defined as − ln(D(t))/t changes over time (cf. Eq. (8)). Figure 4 shows the discount rates for all countries as a function of time by considering initial rate r 0 = 1% which clearly illustrates the dramatic differences between countries. In this way we divide the fourteen countries into roughly four groups. There are two countries (DEU, CHL) that show a very fast and very negative rate. There is a second group still having a monotonic behavior but with a much slower trend to raise negative discount rates (JPN, ITA, ESP and ARG). Non-monotonic behavior is indeed observed in a third group (AUS, ZAF, CAN, DEN). This group is of special interest since it shows how the rates might first grow by finally becoming negative after 20 or 30 years. Stable countries represented in the first inset on the left of Fig 4 also show that the asymptotic rate r ∞ is raised very slowly being the country with the highest rate (NED) the one that needs more than a century to attain the stationary level.
Let us finally note that these results are in contrast to other treatments of fluctuating rates which assume that short term rates are positive and predict that the decrease in the discounting rate occurs over a much longer timescale, usually measured in hundreds or thousands of years [22, 24, [26] [27] [28] [29] 39] .
IV. DISCUSSION
Our empirical analysis proves that real interest rates are often negative -roughly a quarter of the time-which implies that one must use a discount model that is compatible with this property. For this purpose we have proposed the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model which has the additional advantage that it can be solved analytically in a relatively simple way. This model facilitates the understanding of why the long-run discount rate can be so low. A first reason is that real interest rates are themselves typically low. As we have showed the average over all countries surveyed is negative, and even the average over stable countries (those with a positive long-run rate, r ∞ > 0) is 2.8%. A second reason is that the fluctuating part on the right hand side of Eq. (10), which depends both on the noise intensity k and the persistence term 1/α, typically lowers rates for the stable countries by about 7%. In some cases, such as Spain, the effect is much more dramatic: Even though the mean short term rate has the high value of m = 6.7%, the long-term discounting rate is r ∞ = −36% which would imply a big increasing discount.
Our analysis here makes several simplifications such as ignoring non-stationarity and correlations between the environment and the economy but, in any case, despite the variety of results, the long-run discount rate is always smaller than Nordhaus estimates by other methods as we have exemplified with the German case [13] . We have also not considered the market price of risk [34, 40] , in other words, we have assumed that markets are risk neutral and the average in Eq. (1) defining the discount function, is evaluated using the empirical probability measure without any risk adjustment [41, 42] . These issues are under present investigation and some results are expected soon.
In any case the methods that we have introduced here provide a foundation on which to incorporate more realistic assumptions. We do not mean to imply that it is realistic to actually use the increasing discounting functions that occur for countries with less stable interest rate processes. There is some validity to treating hyper-inflation as an aberration -when it occurs government bonds are widely abandoned in favor of more stable carriers of wealth such as land and gold, and as a result under such circumstances the difference between nominal interest and inflation may underestimate the actual real rate of interest.
Nonetheless, real interest rates are closely related to economic growth, and economic downturns are a reality. The great depression lasted for 15 years, and the fall of Rome triggered a depression in western Europe that lasted almost a thousand years. In light of our results here, arguments that we should wait to act on global warming because future economic growth will easily solve the problem should be viewed with extreme skepticism.
Our analysis clearly supports Stern over Nordhaus. When we plan for the future we should always bear in mind that sustained economic downturns may visit us again, as they have in the past.
Effective responses to this multifaceted problem have been slow to develop, in large part because many experts have not only underestimated its impact, but also overlooked the underlying institutional structure, organizational power and financial roots [43, 44] . A growing body of sophisticated research is currently emerging with a large set of multidisciplinary strategies that wants to exploit socioeconomic tipping points (as in any complex dynamical system) to magnify the impact of each political intervention [45] and also integrate sciencepolicy perspectives with public awareness, citizen-led research and citizen science practices (see for instance [46, 47] ). In all cases the final purpose is to better respond to global challenges such as climate action in a near future, sooner rather than later. 
